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1. In case of foreign object in the eye, what action should take?
a.Use uncleaned hand to remove the foreign object out of the eye
b.Wear the safety goggles immediately
c. Close the eye and seek for help
d.Use clear water to flush the foreign object out of your eye
2. The height of the baseboard installed on the working platform of the
scaffold should not be any less than:
a.125mm
b.150mm
c. 175mm
d.200mm
3. What is the correct storage method of the sack of cement?
a.Put it on a shelf and cover it with waterproof material
b.Put them on mud surface
c. Put them in open area
d.Pile them up
4. What is the requirement on sealing of the sides of mortar?
a.All sides should be sealed
b.1 of the sides should not be sealed
c. 2 of the sides should not be sealed
d.4 of the sides should not be sealed
5. What is the ideal amount of mortar left?
a.Over 3 mud buckets
b.None
c. Over 5 mud buckets
d.Over 1 mud bucket
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6. What is requirement on the saturation level of the bedding sand?
a.Holes are seen at 5 locations or above
b.Holes are seen at 1 location
c. No holes shall be seen
d.Holes are seen at 3 locations or above
7. The deviation of angles shall not exceed:
a.5mm
b.Less than 5mm
c. 10mm
d.15mm
8. Which of the following is a necessary preparation work before
construction?
a.Clear the gravels
b.Allocate the stone materials appropriately in accordance with the
drawing
c. Clear the tools
d.Keep the floor wet
9. Which of the following is not a standard of craftsmanship?
a.Checking tools
b.Straightened and even top plates
c. Refurbishment technique of stone materials
d.Mixing of bedding sand and moisture control
10. What does precaution include?
a.No clearance of tools
b.No inspection of chalk line
c. No inspection on the wall condition
d.Clearance of gravels and sand grout at work
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11. What is the cause of pinholes in gap between stones?
a.Uneven surface of joint gap
b.Incompetent refurbishment of stone materials
c. Inadequate craftsmanship
d.Insufficient bedding grout
12. The deviation of angles shall not exceed:
a.5mm
b.20mm
c. 25mm
d.30mm
13. If the length of connected straight gap does not exceed (three stones?), it
means:
a.Pinholes are found in stones
b.The paving specification is accurate
c. Chalk line has not been inspected
d.The stone edge has not been dressed
14. Upon the completion of work, the surface of the stone should be:
a.The gap should not be clean
b.The surface of the stone should not be clean
c. Clean
d.Both the gap and the surface of the stones are not clean
15. A person should be serious at work and should uphold work ethics,
including:
a.Accepting money and other advantages
b.Appropriation of other's property
c.Craving for personal interest and neglecting the damages dealt to
others
d.Integrity that a person shall never accept illegal advantage and
responsibility
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16. Work ethic is a standard of evaluating work attitude. What is the
advantage of complying with the standard?
a.Leave without reason
b.Enhance efficiency, avoid making mistakes and promote credibility
c. More likely to make mistakes
d.Speed up the work progress so the duty can be over as soon as
possible
17. Which of the following types of fire extinguishers is not suitable for use in
fires caused by electrical failure?
a.Carbon dioxide extinguisher
b.Powder extinguisher
c. Foam extinguisher
d.Bromochlorodifluoromethane extinguisher
18. Which of following is a safety mesasure for work?
a.Placing of tools
b.Wearing a helmet
c. Ground dryness
d.Carrying identification documents
19. The "回" symbol on a hand tool represents _____.
a.A fire protection design
b.An earthing connection
c. An explosion-proof design
d.Double insulation
20. In which of the following situations is earthing arrangement not a must for
portable electrical equipment?
a.With an operating voltage lower than 220V
b.Used by registered and qualified professionals
c. With a double insulation structure
d.Used by electricians with license issued by the Electrical and
Mechanical Services Department (EMSD)
-
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